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- For complete information on how to cite a source, consult the text at bottom.*
- Many scholarly publishers have begun assigning a DIGITAL OBJECT IDENTIFIER (doi). A doi is a unique alpha numeric string to identity content and provide a persistent link to the location on the Internet. When a doi is available, include the doi instead of the URL.
- If no doi is assigned to the content and you retrieved it online, include the home page URL for the journal, newsletter, or magazine in the reference. Use this format: Retrieved from http://www.xxxxxxxx
- You do not have to include the database name unless the book or document is extremely hard to find. If you include the database name, do not include the database URL.
- If the date of a website is not given, use (n.d.). If there is no fixed publication date or if the content is changeable provide a retrieval date. No retrieval date is necessary for content that is not likely to be changed or updated, such as a journal article or book.
- Referring to the works of others in your text is done by using what is known as parenthetical citation. When using APA format, follow the author-date method. This means that the author’s last name and year of publication for the source should appear in the text. For example (Jones, 1998), and a complete reference should appear in the References list at the end of the paper. The term References is centered at the top of the page (do not bold, underline or use quotations marks for the term References).

Print Sources

Entire Book, print version

Journal article with DOI, print version

Journal article without DOI (when DOI is not available), print version

Audiovisual Media

Video
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Electronic Sources

Journal article without DOI (when DOI is not available)

Journal article with DOI

Online newspaper article

Electronic version of print book

Electronic-only book

Entry in an online reference work, no author or editor

Data set

Message posted to a newsgroup, online forum, or discussion group

Podcast

Blog Post